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Abstract—RISC-V is gaining huge popularity in particular for embedded systems. Recently, a SystemC-based Virtual Prototype (VP) has been open sourced to lay the foundation for providing support for system-level use cases such as design space exploration, analysis of complex HW/SW interactions and power/timing/performance validation for RISC-V based systems.

In this paper, we propose an efficient core timing model and integrate it into the VP core to enable fast and accurate performance evaluation for RISC-V based systems. As a case-study we provide a timing configuration matching the RISC-V HiFive1 board from SiFive. Our experiments demonstrate that our approach allows to obtain very accurate performance evaluation results while still retaining a high simulation performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

RISC-V is a free and open Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) [1] that recently gained large momentum in both academia and industry, in particular for embedded systems. Embedded systems are typically small resource constrained systems that are highly specialized to implement application specific solutions, for example in the IoT domain. Hence, design flows for embedded systems require efficient and flexible design space exploration techniques to satisfy all application specific requirements. One important aspect of design space exploration is performance evaluation.

Virtual Prototypes (VPs) provide an industry-proven approach to obtain performance evaluation results through simulation [3]. VPs are essentially abstract models of the entire HW platform and predominantly created in SystemC TLM [4], [5]. To obtain performance evaluation results, a timing model is integrated with the VP to track timing information alongside the functional execution. Recently, an open-source RISC-V based VP has been presented [6] to enable the RISC-V ecosystem and provide the foundation for advanced SystemC-based analysis techniques for the RISC-V architecture. As a proof of concept, the RISC-V VP integrates a simple instruction accurate CPU core timing model that just assigns each instruction a fixed number of execution cycles.

Contribution: In this paper we propose an efficient core timing model and integrate it into the RISC-V VP core, to enable fast and accurate performance evaluation for RISC-V based systems [7]. Our timing model allows to consider pipelining, branch-prediction and caching effects, which makes it suitable for a large set of embedded systems. As case-study we provide a timing configuration matching the RISC-V HiFive1 board from SiFive. The HiFive1 core combines a five-level execution pipeline with an instruction cache and a branch prediction unit (for more information please consult the official documentation [7]). Our experiments demonstrate that our approach allows to obtain very accurate performance evaluation results (less than 5% mismatch on average compared against a real HiFive1 board) while retaining a high simulation performance (less than 20% performance overhead on average).

Related Work: There exist a number of RISC-V simulators such as the reference simulator Spike [8], RISC-V-QEMU [9], RV8 [10], DBT-RISE [11] or Renode [12]. They differ in their implementation techniques and intended use-case which range from mainly pure CPU simulation (RV8, Spike) to full-system simulation (RISC-V-QEMU, DBT-RISE) and support for multi-node networks of embedded systems (Renode). However, they are mainly designed to simulate as fast as possible to enable efficient functional validation of large and complex systems and predominantly employ DBT (Dynamic Binary Translation) techniques, i.e. translate RISC-V instructions on the fly to x86_64. This is however a trade-off as accurately modeling timing becomes much more challenging and thus these simulators do not offer cycle-accurate results.

A full-system simulator that can provide accurate performance evaluation results and recently got RISC-V support is gem5 [13]. However, gem5 integrates more detailed functional models (e.g. of the CPU pipeline) instead of abstract timing models that are sufficient for a pure performance evaluation and hence the simulation performance is significantly reduced.

Commercial VP tools, e.g. Synopsys Virtualizer or Mentor Vista, might also support RISC-V in combination with fast and accurate timing models but their implementation is proprietary.

Many recent state-of-the-art performance evaluation techniques focus on Source-Level Timing Simulation (SLTS) to enable a high-speed performance evaluation [14]–[18]. SLTS works by instrumenting the application source code with timing information that are typically obtained by a static analysis, then host compile the instrumented source code and natively execute the resulting binary without any emulation layer. However, due to the source-level abstraction it is very challenging to provide accurate models for peripherals and consider complex HW/SW interactions such as interrupts accurately.

Other recent approaches leverage DBT-based techniques. The papers [19], [20] discuss a combination of QEMU and the SystemC kernel. However, these methods either only provide rough performance estimates or incur significant synchronization overhead between QEMU and SystemC and lose the determinism of a SystemC simulation. Another DBT-based approach is [21] which integrates a timing model with a DBT-based execution engine to obtain near cycle accurate results. [22] is conceptually similar, but uses QEMU as execution backend. However, neither of these approaches are VP-based or target the RISC-V ISA.

II. CORE TIMING MODEL FOR FAST AND ACCURATE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING VPs

Here we present our core timing model that enables a fast and accurate performance evaluation with VPs. We start with an overview.
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### A. Overview

Our core timing model consists of a pipeline, branch predictor and cache timing model as shown in Fig. 1. They allow to consider timing information that depends on pipeline, branch-prediction and caching effects, respectively.

All three timing models are attached to the CPU core model, which essentially consists of an ISS and a memory interface. The ISS fetches, decodes and executes instructions one after another. The memory interface performs all memory access operations for the ISS, which involves instruction fetching and load/store operations. Thus, it wraps all operations into TLM transactions and puts them on the bus system, which routes them to the actual target (hence connects the ISS with the rest of the VP platform).

Executed instructions are observed in the ISS to update the pipeline and branch-prediction models accordingly. The branch predictor is only queried and updated on branch and jump instructions. The pipeline is updated for instructions that do not finish within a single execution cycle, as they can introduce latencies in case the next instructions depend on the result of a previous instruction before it is available. In this case the pipeline is stalled. Instruction with multiple cycles to completion are e.g. multiplication/division and load/store as well as access of special registers. We also observe the memory interface to update the cache timing model. The branch prediction and cache timing models have access to the pipeline model. In case of a branch misprediction or cache miss the pipeline is effectively stalled, which updates any pending result latencies in the pipeline and increases the cycle counter accordingly.

Please note, that timing models are more abstract compared to functional models. For example a cache timing model only needs to decide if a cache hit or miss occurs, thus the actual cache content is irrelevant (only the cached address ranges matter). Similarly, the pipeline only needs to decide if it is stalled and for how many cycles. Thus, it is not necessary to keep track of all the pipeline stages for each instruction, but only result dependencies between instructions and their computation latencies. These (functional) abstractions in the timing models significantly reduce the computational complexity and hence enable a high accuracy in combination with a low performance overhead. Next, we describe our three sub timing models in more detail.

### B. Pipeline Timing Model

The pipeline timing model keeps track of timing relevant execution dependencies between instructions to decide when and for how many cycles to stall the pipeline. A stall corresponds to advancing the pipeline timing model and is implemented by simply increasing the (total execution) cycle counter and accordingly decreasing the (local latency) counters of any pending dependencies (for illustration we show an example later in this section). We consider three kinds of dependencies: result, operation and store.

A result dependency denotes that an instruction N is accessing a register R that a previous instruction P writes to and P takes more than one cycle to compute the result, hence N has to wait for R. In this case we add a result latency for R to our pipeline model. In case a register is read/written (during instruction execution) which has a result latency X, the pipeline model is stalled for X cycles. For better illustration Fig. 2 shows an example. It shows four instructions, two additions (add) and two multiplications (mul) where mul has a 5 cycle result latency and add has no result latency (i.e. the result of add is directly available for the next instruction in the pipeline). Fig. 2 (right side) reports the current cycle counter and result latencies after the instruction has finished. The cycle counter starts with zero and the result latencies are empty. Both mul instructions add a 5 cycle result latency on their destination register. After each instruction the pipeline is advanced one clock cycle, updating the cycle counter and pending result latencies accordingly. The fourth instruction additionally stalls the pipeline model for 4 cycles due to the pending 4 cycle result latency on register a1. Pending operation and store latencies are handled similarly to result latencies.

An operation dependency denotes that an instruction requires a specific resource and hence reserves it for a specific time T. Other instructions that require the same resource need to wait until the resource is released, i.e. T cycles pass. For example, the RISC-V HiFive1 board has only a single multiplication unit which has a 5 cycle result latency.

A store dependency denotes that an instruction has performed a memory write access, which is scheduled to be committed after X cycles. Load instructions, that access an overlapping memory address range before X cycles passed, are delayed for a specific configurable time by stalling the pipeline.

Please note, many instructions - like addition, shift, bit operations, etc. - can be effectively executed in a single cycle on embedded systems with a pipeline. For this common instructions no updates are necessary in the pipeline timing model, hence they effectively incur no performance overhead (besides incrementing the cycle counter), in particular if no active dependencies are pending.

### C. Branch Prediction Timing Model

Our branch predictor model is updated on branch and jump instructions. For jump instructions we distinguish the special cases of a (function) call and return. In case of a branch, the model has to predict if the branch will be taken and in case of a taken branch the address of the target instruction. For a jump (and its variants: call and return) it has to predict the target of the jump. A misprediction adds an execution penalty by stalling the pipeline (which mimics the timing effects of a pipeline flush due to the misprediction).

To perform the predictions, the branch predictor timing model manages three sub-models: BTB (Branch Target Buffer), BHT.
Fig. 3. Example to illustrate the branch timing model.

As example consider a BHT configuration with two history bits and two counter bits for each mapping entry. Two history bits allow to index the mapping. The BHT tracks the recent execution history for branches, i.e. whether the branch has been taken or not, to predict the outcome of next branches. BHT is queried and updated on every branch instruction. A correct BHT prediction is followed by a BTB query to predict the actual branch target. A BHT misprediction incurs an execution cycle penalty by stalling the pipeline. The BHT implementation has a fixed size mapping indexed by instr_pc (i.e. using the lower bits of the address of the branch instruction). Each mapping entry stores the recent (execution) history and a set of (prediction) counters for each execution history variant. The size of the mapping as well as the length of the execution history and counters is configurable.

As example consider a BHT configuration with two history bits and two counter bits for each mapping entry. Two history bits allow to distinguish four different cases (by interpreting a 1 as branch Taken and a 0 as Not taken). Thus, four two bit counters are provided (one for each possible history case). Each two bit counter can store four possible values: 0 (strongly Not taken), 1 (Not taken), 2 (Taken), and 3 (strongly Taken). Half of the values result in a branch Taken prediction (0.1). Fig. 3 shows a simple C/C++ loop for further illustration. It shows a simple C/C++ loop (left top) with corresponding (RISC-V) assembler code (left bottom) and a table that shows relevant data for the loop branch instruction (right side). It shows the current history and counter values for the BHT entry of the loop branch after each loop iteration (the initial state is chosen arbitrarily in this example) as well as the predicted and really observed branch direction. Based on the BHT entry in iteration N a prediction is made for iteration N+1. For example after iteration 1 the history is NT hence the NT counter decides the prediction N due to the counter value 1. Based on the observation N in iteration 2, the counter NT is updated accordingly (decremented) and the N is shifted into the history to obtain the BHT entry state after iteration 2.

D. Cache Timing Model

The cache timing model is queried on memory access operations to cached regions. Typically, an embedded system provides at least an instruction cache, hence the timing model will be queried for every instruction fetch. Thus, the timing model should be very efficient in deciding a cache hit or miss to reduce the performance overhead. A cache miss adds an execution penalty by stalling the pipeline (which mimics the timing effects of waiting for a cache line fetch).

We provide a model matching a two-way associative cache with LRU replacement strategy which is a common choice for embedded systems. However, our cache timing model can be easily generalized to an N-way associative cache with a different replacement strategy. The cache table consists of cache lines which in turn consist of two entries (for a two-way associative cache). We only keep track of the memory address that the entries represent, since the actual data is not relevant for our timing model. The number of lines and their size in bytes is configurable. Each memory access address is translated to an index into the cache table by taking the lower bits of the address. Finally, we compare the memory access address with the address of both cache line entries to decide if the memory access is a cache hit or miss. A miss (none of the entries does match) updates one of the two entries (i.e. associate the entry with a new address range which matches the access address) based on the replacement strategy.

III. RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK

We have implemented our proposed core timing model and integrated it into the open-source RISC-V VP. Furthermore, we configured our core timing model to match the RISC-V HiFive1 board. This section presents experiments to evaluate the accuracy and performance overhead of our model. We obtain accuracy results by comparing against a real RISC-V HiFive1 board and we obtain the performance overhead results by comparing against the RISC-V VP without integrating our core timing model. All experiments are evaluated on a Linux machine with an Intel i5-7200U processor.

For evaluation we use the Embench benchmark suite. Embench is a freely available standard benchmark suite specifically targeting embedded devices. It is a collection of real instead of synthetic programs (like Dhrystone or Coremark) to ensure that more realistic workloads are considered. It contains for example benchmarks that perform error checking, hashing, encryption and decryption, sorting, matrix multiplication and inversion, JPEG and QR-code as well as regex and state machine operations. The benchmarks have a varying degree of computational, branching and memory access complexity. Each benchmark starts with a warm-up phase that executes the benchmark body a few times to warm-up the caches. Then, the real benchmark starts by executing the benchmark body again several more times. The number of iterations is configurable and depends on the CPU frequency. Furthermore, it varies between different benchmarks to ensure a mostly uniform runtime complexity across the benchmark suite. We set the CPU frequency constant to 320 MHz to match the HiFive1 board.

Table I shows the results. Starting from the left, the columns show the benchmark name (Column 1), the Lines of Code (LoC) in C (Column 2) and RISC-V Assembler (Column 3) and the number of executed RISC-V instructions (Column 4, measured by the RISC-V VP). Then, Table I shows the simulation time in seconds for running the benchmark on the RISC-V VP without (Column 5) and with (Column 6) integrating our core timing model, respectively. The simulation time denotes how long (wall time) it takes to run the benchmarks.

We omitted three of the nineteen benchmarks from the comparison due to problems in executing them on the HiFive1 board.
benchmark on the VP. The next two columns give the number of execution cycles for the benchmark as reported by the RISC-V VP with integrating our core timing model (Column 7) and the real HiFive1 board as comparison (Column 8). RISC-V provides a special register that holds the current number of execution cycles. We query this register before and after running the benchmark to obtain the spent execution cycles. Finally, the last two columns report the difference in the estimated number of execution cycles with the really measured execution cycles (Column 9) and the performance overhead of core timing model (Column 10).

It can be observed that our core timing model provides a very accurate estimation of the number of execution cycles. In summary, we observed a minimum and maximum difference of 0.0% and 13.5%, respectively, with an average of 4.7%. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

The remaining accuracy gap is mostly for two reasons: 1) incomplete specification of the timing related functionality of the HiFive1 board (e.g. the replacement strategy in the branch prediction buffers), and 2) because we primarily focus on the core timing model in this paper and thus approximate the timing effect of a cache miss (which causes a fetch of the cache line from the flash memory through the bus system) with a fixed number of cycles (an average value that we sampled on the HiFive1 board). We believe, that with a more complete specification we can adapt the configuration of our core timing model appropriately to obtain even more accurate results. The second issue can be addressed by integrating a (complementarily) more accurate timing model for the (TLM-based) bus system.

Besides high accuracy, our core timing model also retains the high simulation performance of the VP by introducing a reasonably small performance overhead (average simulation performance of 27 MIPS compared to 32 MIPS). We observed a minimum and maximum overhead of 10.0% and 37.4%, respectively, with an average of 18.9%. The performance overhead primarily depends on the number of data flow dependencies between subsequent instructions as well as number of branching instructions. These parameters are highly dependent on the actual benchmark. Furthermore, we have an additional (almost constant) time overhead for each instruction fetch to check (and potentially update) if the fetch results in a cache miss and hence incurs an execution time penalty.

For future work we plan to boost the performance by investigating further abstractions of our timing model and generation of (e.g. basic block) summaries to simplify and reduce the number of model updates as well as consider integration of DBT into the VP’s ISS. Moreover, we plan to build configurations matching other RISC-V cores and extend our timing model to consider additional features like out-of-order execution. Finally, we also want to consider simulation-based and formal test-generation methods, such as [25], for testing the timing model.
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